
  

 

Abstract—Tough competition in the current global 

economies has forced manufacturing enterprises, especially 

small and medium manufacturing enterprises (SMMEs) to 

collaborate with other companies to survive. They strive to 

manage their products to achieve a high level of customer 

satisfaction at a competitive price in a timely manner with the 

best quality. Collaborative models covering part of the whole 

production process have been developed providing advantages 

to the participating companies. Integration of these current 

collaborative models into a holistic collaborative manufacturing 

model could provide operational cost savings as well as 

significantly increasing competitive advantage. However, there 

is no current review which provides a comprehensive picture of 

such integration. Therefore, this study aims to provide a 

thorough literature review of the current collaborative models, 

their advantages and their collaborative components which are 

used to support the collaboration process. Four areas of 

collaborative models namely; collaborative forecasting, 

collaborative design and product development, collaborative 

manufacturing and collaborative distribution are discussed. 

The majority of previous works tend to overlook combinations 

of collaborative models in the concerned aspects. Hence, future 

research opportunities to bring those areas more closely linked 

to each other is proposed so that manufacturing enterprises can 

take maximum benefit from all of the current models of 

collaborative manufacturing. 

 
Index Terms—Collaborative manufacturing network 

(CMN), models of collaborative manufacturing, SMME. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Competition in this currently fast changing global business 

environment has forced manufacturing enterprises to 

innovate and continuously find the best way to survive. They 

strive to  manage their products to achieve a higher level of 

customer satisfaction, at a competitive price, in a timely 

manner and with the best quality. Large enterprises seem to 

have no problem to keep their companies in pace with the fast 

changing environment since they have resources to meet the 

change, but in contrast, for the small and medium 

manufacturing enterprises (SMMEs), problem arises from 

the shortage of resources, and difficulties in forming 

industrial connections and networking [1], [2]. Several 

solutions have been offered by researchers for SMMEs in 

order for them to be competitive and overcome those 

challenges. Some of them are by improving product cycles, 
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reducing cost, working concurrently in a network, and 

developing global strategies [3], [4]. Other researchers 

suggest enterprises to get involved in a collaborative 

manufacturing as a new manufacturing paradigm, working 

together as a company to fully utilize their capability and 

resources [4]-[6].  

Collaborative manufacturing is a way forward to solve 

their limitations. There are some advantages for SMMEs if 

they are involve in a collaboration such as increasing  

companies skills, capacities and capabilities by sharing  

resources and becoming suppliers of complete systems, 

learning and exchanging essential information, the 

possibility to develop more complex product, increased 

global market share and decreased production cost, etc. 

[6]-[8]. Several others reasons stated by researchers for the 

need for collaboration in manufacturing enterprises are; to 

stay competitive and survive in the market place [9], [10], a 

way for a company to become more efficient and agile in the 

way it works with its suppliers, partners, and customers [11], 

increased sales and reducing operating cost while making use 

of new processes by working closely in partnership [12]. The 

impacts of collaborative manufacturing have been reported 

as giving significant improvement in the manufacturing 

processes as it improves inventory accuracy by 5%-15%, 

reduces supply chain operation cost by 20%-35%, reduces 

order scheduling time by 66%, channel inventory trimmed by 

80% and supply commit cycle time saved by 50% [13] and 

[14].  

Collaborative manufacturing has been defined by some 

researchers [11], [13], [15], and [16] as a new business 

paradigm where some companies work together and use their 

own expert competencies to manufacture a product in order 

to achieve the overall business network performances. A 

company conducting collaboration will get more benefits 

compared to other companies, but as the challenges in the 

current global market have increased significantly, then 

holistic and comprehensive collaboration becomes a 

necessity to be implemented. There are many kinds of 

collaboration in manufacturing that have been implemented 

by companies for competitiveness. Collaboration discussed 

by researchers are collaboration in project planning and 

scheduling [17], [18], collaboration in product design and 

development [19]-[21], collaboration in forecasting [22], 

[23], collaboration in production systems [24], [25] and 

collaboration in the supply chain [26], [27]. However, the 

discussions are still in the context of segmented collaboration 

of the whole process of a holistic collaboration.  

Collaboration models explored in the literature can be 

divided into two categories. The first category discusses the 

collaboration models themselves and the second discusses 

the model components which are used to support the 
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implementation of the collaboration. The first category can 

be divided into four groups based on the collaboration types 

which are: Collaboration on forecasting (CF), Collaboration 

on design and product development (CDPD), Collaboration 

on manufacturing (CM), and Collaboration on transportation 

/ distribution (CT/D). On the other hand, the latter category 

which discusses supporting components for collaboration 

can also be divided into several categories based on the types 

of components used to support the operationalize of 

collaboration such as: the process of interaction among 

participants in the network, how to design an integrated 

systems among participants in the network, and how the 

decision support system be used in the collaborative 

environment, etc.  

In a complete production process, it is usually initiated 

from the marketing division where it gets some feedbacks or 

requirements from end customers of a (new) product. The 

customer feedback/requirements are then translated into a 

product design by design and product development division. 

Then the design information is translated into a product in a 

manufacturing division and then distributed using 

transportation to the end customer. The current collaborative 

manufacturing models are divided into 4 parts which are: CF 

model covering collaboration for predicting and determining 

the exact numbers of demand and supply, CDPD model 

which covers collaboration in design and product 

development, CM model which covers collaboration in the 

production process of a product, and CT/D model which 

covers collaboration in the product distribution.  

Each collaboration model has their advantages as well as 

disadvantages. The advantages and disadvantages of the 

models can be viewed from the collaboration models itself or 

from the holistic process of production. The combination of 

those current collaboration models into a holistic and 

comprehensive model will give maximum benefits for the 

involved companies. The disadvantages of a collaboration 

model will be covered by discussing the comprehensiveness 

of the holistic model. However, regardless of the significant 

benefit of a holistic model of collaboration, we cannot find 

such a literature which discusses that area.  

The discussion in this paper will be arranged as follows: 

the next section will briefly explore collaborative 

manufacturing models followed by a review on the four 

models described above. Then the discussion will continue to 

explore some gaps identified in the literature analysis and 

then stress on the next research potential. Finally, 

conclusions will be drawn. 

  

II. MODELS OF COLLABORATIVE MANUFACTURING: A BRIEF 

INTRODUCTION  

Collaborative manufacturing is a relatively new approach 

which is very powerful in helping manufacturers especially 

small and medium manufacturers to become more 

competitive in this current global environment. There are 

many collaborative models that have been developed by 

researchers and implemented by many manufacturing 

companies. However, from the context of a holistic 

collaborative manufacturing network, many manufacturing 

companies are still looking for a collaboration network form 

which is more flexible [28].  Models for collaborative 

manufacturing must be based on a single process from a 

manufacturing company which means that each participant 

(company/part of the company) who get involved in a 

collaboration network should behave like being a part of a 

company and must be integrated with each other and working 

together in order to achieve the sharing company goals which 

is decided and agreed together [29]. Internal company 

integration and coordination should be integral in the 

formation of collaborative manufacturing network which 

consists of several companies working together.  

In a collaborative manufacturing network, each company 

in the network is not manufacture their own product itself, 

but instead the production process is distributed among all 

participant companies through exploitation of each company 

capabilities and competencies offered by each company in 

the network [30]. Companies which become members of the 

network strategically analyse their respective companies 

which are related to the process or function which have to 

internalized or externalized for other activities [3]. In a 

collaboration framework, business process coordination 

which is interdependent of each other in a network is very 

important. Coordination is needed as a part of an order 

fulfilment process. This coordination relationship can 

support the flow of information, material and process in the 

network [31]. 

Management of production facilities among participants is 

an important aspect in a collaborative manufacturing. A 

collaboration framework must provide real time production 

information which can be used by any node in the network 

including the customer. Sharing business data and 

information of organizational constraints will help determine 

network efficiency. The network infrastructure must support 

connectivity of all participants, between partners and 

customers and among equipment in every company [15]. 

Establishing and enhancing commitment and trust in a 

collaborative manufacturing is a fundamental element for the 

successful operation of the collaboration [32] and [33]. 

Establishing trust cannot be achieved instantly; instead it 

should be developed gradually until is strong enough for 

smooth collaboration [6]. In this level, each participant will 

be able to share business information without being fear of 

being taken over by other participants [13]. Commitment also 

an important roles in the successful implementation of 

collaboration by increasing confidence in facilitating 

collaboration, reducing conflict and generating better 

outcomes at the collaboration level [34].  

Influencing factors for the successful design and 

implementation of collaborative manufacturing are discussed 

by some researchers. Reference [13] described that some 

foundation of formality needs to be established for a 

collaborative manufacturing to be successful both in the 

design and implementation, such as alignment, dedication, 

visibility, accessibility, engagement, security, scalability, 

culture, and leadership with the most important factor being 

the human factor. He further describes that the first step 

needed is to remove obstacles that stand in the way of the 

collaboration process.  
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The discussion in this section will focus on the four 

identified collaborative models, the CF model, CDPD model, 

CM model, and CD/T model.  

A. Collaborative Forecasting (CF) Model 

The current collaborative forecasting models mainly cover 

collaboration for predicting and determining demand and 

supply both from customers (internal and external) and 

suppliers. Reference [23] proposes a forecasting 

collaboration model for networked manufacturing 

enterprises by establishing mechanisms for transforming 

customer’s independent demand. In their model, both 

suppliers and customers should be working together by 

providing information needed by each other.  

Other researchers also discuss this CF model but give more 

stress on the collaborative components for supporting the 

implementation aspect. Reference [22] discusses seven 

guidelines for the implementation of inter-firm collaborative 

forecasting. They stressed on the importance for companies 

to apply their guidelines in order to succeed in the 

collaborative process. Reference [35] uses six sigma 

methodologies to improve the performance of collaborative 

forecasting in a CPFR. They claimed that the result can 

improve the accuracy of collaborative forecast. Whereas [36] 

describe that some influencing factors such as transportation 

issues during holiday and assembly line maintenance issues 

must be considered in order to improve forecasting accuracy. 

Companies who get involved in a collaborative forecasting 

have reported significant benefits on their supply chain 

performances.   

B. Collaborative Design and Product Development 

(CDPD) Model 

Models of CDPD are designed to enable participants from 

geographically different locations in the world to work 

together simultaneously, facilitates them with basic facilities 

needed for collaboration, and enables them to access 

computational resources for collaborative design [19], [37], 

and [38]. Some of the CDPD current models are used to 

capture non-functional aspects of the design [20], enabling 

evaluation of design changes in terms of total manufacturing 

cost and value of in a collaborative environment [21], and 

enabling to monitoring and control of complex collaborative 

new product development projects effectively [17]. Some of 

the CDPD models have integrated collaborative design and 

manufacturing activities [39], [40] whereas other models 

stress on how to handle different discipline, backgrounds and 

characteristics of participants [41] as well as how to handle  

potential conflict among participants [42].  

The benefits of CDPD models are reported as saving cost 

and time, shortened product life cycle and improved 

company productivity [19], and ease in the implementation as 

new software for new participating companies is not required 

so reducing financial investment on the system development 

[37].  

C. Collaborative Manufacturing (CM) Model 

Three models of CM using an intermediary for connecting 

all information from the network are developed by [2], [8], 

and [33]. The first model consists of three networks which 

are the manufacturing network, transportation network, and 

storage network connected in one company while in the 

second model consists of several companies in one network. 

In the third model, the intermediator is in the form of the 

agency organization service. This agency provides a 

guideline on collaborative platforms to the participants in a 

collaborative manufacturing.  

Issues in the formation of a manufacturing network get 

special- attention from some researchers. Reference [25] 

discussed the reason behind why company would get 

involved in a collaborative network. Whereas some 

researchers developed a framework to ease a company into 

involvement in a dynamic and adaptive collaborative 

manufacturing network [43], [44].  

Other models of CM discuss patterns of manufacturing 

networks [45], business process coordination in the 

collaborative manufacturing context [31], [46], and 

communication protocols for order management in a 

collaborative manufacturing context [47] which will be of 

benefit for SMMEs as it does not require an introduction of 

any new systems. 

The interconnection of participants in the collaborative 

manufacturing network is also getting special attention from 

some researchers who stress their discussion on data and 

information sharing [48]-[50], project planning and 

scheduling [18], [24] and decision support systems [51]-[53].  

Most of the researchers identified in this review stress the 

importance of involving company production activities into 

the discussion of collaborative manufacturing networks such 

as the linkage between manufacturing strategies and 

company production systems and elaborating the 

relationships in the collaborative production systems [6] and 

[16].  

D. Collaborative Transportation / Distribution (CT/D) 

Model 

Most of the researches conducted in a collaborative 

transportation / distribution are developed from a concept of 

collaborative transportation management [54], [55]. This is 

true as the focus discussions in this last model are regarding 

transportation issues from manufacturer to the customer. 

Some researches stressed the discussion on the role of 

information technology [56], on the delivery time and cost 

reduction [57] and on the coordination aspects in the 

collaborative transportation [58], [59] while [60], [61] 

discuss the performance measurements of the network. 

The comprehensive model of CT/D is presented in [62]. 

They connected domestic and international networks to 

deliver customer orders at a competitive price in a timely 

manner with guaranteed quality. This can be achieved since 

they are exploiting the combined network resources and 

activities as well as sharing market knowledge and local 

networks to increase capabilities and capacities.  

 

IV. FINDINGS  

Every stage plays a significant role for the successful 

process of production so that the improvement process of 

every stage must be done for company competitiveness. In a 

traditional production process, every stage and its 
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improvement efforts are conducted internally by a company 

using many improvements tools but as the trend for 

production process in this global environment changes from 

internal process improvement to the collaborative process 

improvement, then companies must follow the trend for their 

competitiveness. Businesses that remain competitive do not 

only look into its internal operations only but also 

communicate and work concurrently with all players in the 

enterprise network [4].  

A. Supporting Components of the Current Collaborative 

Manufacturing Network models 

As discussed, the current fragmented collaborations in the 

context of production cycle consist of four main 

collaboration models which are CF, CDPD, CM and CD/T. 

The role of each collaborative model is important as it 

enhances the company competitiveness in this current global 

market. In the CF, participant companies will be enabled to 

predict and determine demand and supply both from the 

customer (internal and customer) and supplier 

collaboratively. In the CDPD, the design and product 

development of a product can be done concurrently and 

collaboratively by participants. In the CM, product 

manufacturing processes are conducted collaboratively by 

participants companies. Whereas in the CT/D the distribution 

of a product will be done by some transporters and by 

working collaboratively with warehousing companies and 

any other participant in the network.  

One important supporting component which is discussed 

in all collaborative models is the integration and coordination 

framework in the collaborative network. In the holistic 

context of collaborative manufacturing network, the 

discussion on the integration and coordination aspects of 

collaborative network are very essential as they will 

determine the successful implementation of collaborative 

manufacturing network (CMN). In the reviewed papers, 

coordination and integration are related with the coordinating 

and integrating of all activities, people, tools, data and 

information involved in the collaborative network.  

In the activities level, it refers to the coordinating design 

and manufacturing activities [39], [40], linking 

manufacturing strategies and the production system [1] and 

[6], and integrating assembly and disassembly activities [63]. 

In terms of people coordination, it refers to the integrating 

and cooperating teams from multidisciplinary, background 

and characteristics [41], [40] from different locations in order 

to enable modelling of business interactions and dynamic 

interactions for managing their daily collaborative operations 

[31], [64]. The linkages for the people coordination are 

enforced by strong relationship among participants. Tools for 

coordination and integration involve tools from various 

autonomous manufacturing work systems to work together in 

a collaborative environment. All of these coordination and 

integration aspects should be based on the interdependency 

and smooth data and information flows among activities, 

people and tools in the network [16]. This smooth application 

will facilitate manufacturing network and international 

operations for participants and is important in the holistic 

CMN. There should be some guidelines as well for 

coordinating and integrating those involved in this network 

[22]. The guidelines should be described in detail covering 

the prerequisites, the whole process as well as the rules of the 

game in the network. Factors which influencing all aspects 

for the successful operation and its improvements in the 

collaborative manufacturing network should be considered 

as well in the network [36].  

B. Advantages of the Current Collaborative 

Manufacturing Network Models 

From the point of view of the collaboration model itself, 

each model has its own advantages. Many advantages can be 

achieved if a company is to get involved in a collaboration 

network. The lists of advantages can be group into three in 

terms of total cost reduction, shortest delivery time to the 

customer and highest possible product quality. The total cost 

reduction reported means the total cost reduction that can be 

achieved in each collaborative model and not in the context 

of the whole process in the production cycles. If we assume 

that each collaboration model gives the same portion of 

benefit to the total production cycle then the total cost 

reduction of one collaborative model will only give a quarter 

of the possible total cost reduction of production cycle. The 

combination of the total cost reduction achieved in the other 

three collaborative models will make the complete and 

maximum total cost reduction for participants in the 

production cycle. However, there is still little discussion 

about the whole process model of manufacturing in order to 

get the combined benefits of these four collaborative models. 

Maximum benefit of the production cycle is not achieved yet. 

Reference [13] said that in order to achieve an effective 

collaborative manufacturing strategies, all aspects involved 

in the collaborative network must be viewed in a holistic 

sense.  

 

V. POTENTIAL RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

Many researchers and industrial practitioners have 

encourage SMMEs to get involve in a collaborative 

manufacturing strategy to increase their competitiveness by 

reducing their production cost, increasing companies 

capacities and capabilities, fulfilling customer demands, and 

gaining worldwide market. The involvement of SMMEs in a 

collaborative manufacturing network will increase SMMEs 

participation in the global economy which in turn will 

increase economic contribution to their country. Hence the 

design of a holistic model which can cover all possible issues 

and can be used to solve the interaction in the whole process 

of production is very important. By considering all aspects 

and issues in the CMN, it is expected that a comprehensive 

model of CMN can be established and SMMEs can fully 

benefit from it. The holistic model will assist SMMEs to 

comprehend the complex interactions among collaborative 

partners of SMMEs and to facilitate SMMEs to get involved 

in the network. This is very significant for manufacturing 

companies since they tend to make and join a collaboration 

without a clear understanding of the issues and constraints 

which could lead to business failure. However, despite many 

advantages, there are still some issues that exist in the 

SMMEs regarding the model design as well as its 

implementation which need to be solved. The process for 
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collaboration in the collaborative manufacturing network is 

not simple and easy, instead it is a complex and very dynamic 

process. Some factors influence the establishment of a 

successful collaboration such as economic, manufacturing 

and operational issues. These factors are added with the 

potential increasing management complexity as 

manufacturing activities must be shared among participants. 

These issues as well as new organizational settings of CMN, 

prevent SMMEs for being part of a successful network.  

Combining the advantages of current collaborative models 

into a comprehensive advantage in a holistic model of 

collaborative manufacturing network is essential as it will 

enable SMMEs to be globally competitive and sustainable in 

this fast changing market. The future of this research area is 

enormous. However, there are no researches found so far 

which discuss the comprehensiveness of these potential 

combined advantages. Even though some participant 

companies have benefited from a fragmented collaboration, it 

is expected a great future for a holistic model of CMN and 

envision future of a holistic collaborative manufacturing 

network as being:    

 Fully integrated with all necessary participants’ softwares 

dispersed in the holistic network which cover all production 

cycles from customer product feedback for a product – 

design – production – and distribution to the end customer.  

 User friendly interface as well as ease for data, information 

and material exchange.  

 Transparent for all conditions within participants in the 

network.  

 Easy in the implementation.  

 Secured with sophisticated security and protection system 

both for individual and network companies. 

In order to achieve this vision, a number of challenging 

issues have been identified for future researches. Among 

others, the following areas are believed to be the future 

research opportunities: 

 Mapping the participants and its relationship. Participants 

and their relationship are not defined yet. The definition is 

important for designing interaction among participants in 

the CMN.  

 Information requirements. Information needed for 

interactions among them are based on the required 

information for each activity. It should be defined and be 

put in a holistic collaborative information structure. 

 Communication protocols. In the holistic CMN, 

communication among participants is very important. 

Protocol for helping participants communicate effectively 

and efficiently in the network is essential.  

 Models for holistic collaborative manufacturing network. It 

is a research challenge for formulating a business 

collaboration model in the context of a comprehensive 

model of collaborative manufacturing network (CMN). 

 Integration and coordination. Integration should enable 

efficient operation management and control among 

heterogeneous business entities. The discussion on holistic 

integration and coordination should include activities, 

people, tools, data and information.  

 Interoperability. The system should be adaptive and 

dynamic and enable participants to do an efficient work and 

control and to handle any kinds of interaction in the 

network.  

 Planning and scheduling. In the context of holistic CMN, 

the design of project planning begins from very early in the 

production cycle until products are delivered to the end 

customer.  

 Decision support system (DSS). Many of the information 

and decision processes such as production, managerial and 

economics are still controlled separately by various 

members participating in a collaborative model. DSS 

should enable participants to decide whether to join, leave 

or decide any issues related to their involvement in this 

collaborative network. 

 Transportation and distribution management. The 

transportation issues should be discussed and cover a 

comprehensive aspect of logistic network.  

 Performance measurement. The performance 

measurements should be conducted both in internally 

within a company and intra-company in terms of cost, time 

and quality. 

 Security and privacy. Issues of security and privacy in the 

holistic CMN are very important to be addressed where 

practical techniques and application should be developed to 

ensure the protection of participants and the network 

system. 

The successful delivery of this holistic CMN will be 

beneficial to worldwide SMMEs as it will increase 

significantly their competitiveness in a global environment. 

Furthermore, it will ease and enable SMMEs to justify their 

involvement and collaboration in a CMN based on the 

performance evaluation. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

Each model in the four models of collaborative 

manufacturing discussed above represent part of the 

production cycle. The potential benefits of model 

combination between models or among models in a holistic 

collaborative manufacturing model are not fully explored yet 

especially for the advantages of SMMEs. Hence, this paper 

reviewed those potential model combination benefits, 

identified a number of challenging issues and proposed some 

suggestions for future researches. The areas in the future 

research opportunities are enormous and the discussion of 

those areas will enable SMMEs to take maximum benefit of 

the holistic models and be able to be globally competitive and 

sustainable in this fast changing market. The discussion of the 

holistic model which covers all possible issues will assist 

SMMEs to comprehend the complex interaction among 

collaborative participants and to facilitate SMMEs to get 

involved in the network. This is very important since they 

tend to involved in a collaboration without a clear 

understanding of the issues and constraints which could lead 

to business failure. 
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